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Tutorial Overview
The proposed tutorial will be a collections of background, state-of-the-art, and open research topics
in the area of cloud radio access networks (C-RAN) in view of 5G systems. The tutorial is organized in
6 parts as follows:
1) Principles (45 minutes): In this part, we will describe the main concept and features, architecture
(from centralized to cloud), current activities (including NGMN RAN evolution project, MCN and
iJoin EU projects, and ETSI), and example use-cases of C-RAN. We will provide a comparative
table to highlight the pros and cons of C-RAN with respect to the standard cellular architecture,
distributed antenna system, and HetNet.
2) Challenges (45 minutes): The main challenges toward a cloudifcation of LTE/LTE-A will be
presented in this part. We start by presenting the realtime constraints imposed by an LTE base
station. Then we present the real-world cloud-RAN processing budget in view of the HARQ
deadlines and OS induced delay (scheduling/interrupt delay, and virtualization delay). Implication
and feasibility of different family of the front-haul will be examined. Finally, we elaborate on the
power-performance-flexibility trade-offs of a full-GPP vs a hardware accelerated LTE base station,
and present their respective reference software architectures.
3) Technologies (45 minutes): In this part, we will highlight a set of selected techniques that can
benefit from C-RAN, namely cooperative resource allocation and scheduling, CoMP, load
balancing, energy-harvesting, caching and mobile edge computing (MEC). We will further
elaborate the achievable gain for a subset of enabling techniques. Finally, we analyze the
potentials of C-RAN for the 5G systems.
4) Testbeds and Field Trials (45 minutes): Recent efforts have shown the feasibility of full software
implementation of LTE RAN functions over General Purpose Processors (GPPs), namely
OpenAirInterface LTE softmodem (http://www.openairinterface.org). In particular, we highlight a
set of DSP optimization techniques for x86 architecture to meet the realtime requirement of a
LTE modem applied to the OpenAirInterface prototype. In this part, we presents the
methodology of C-RAN testbed design as well as the main on-going efforts toward building proofof-concept C-RAN prototypes and highlight their main features and objective. In addition, several
sets of PoCs from other operators and vendors will be introduced. Furthermore, field trials on CRAN centralization from a representative operators network will be presented. The purpose is to
demonstrate the benefits that centralization could bring to operators in its basic form. In
addition, the performance and potential impact by different fronthaul technologies, including
CPRI compression, WDM, and OTN will be demonstrated through the trials.
5) Conclusion (10 minutes): In this part we summarize the efforts in C-RAN, present the main
conclusions and recent achievements and open issues in C-RAN.
6) References: we provide an extensive list of publications and efforts in the area of C-RAN from the
research communities as well as industries.
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